
SUMMER HOUSE QUILT 
The Summer House Collection

The latest collection from the Liberty Fabrics design studio drew 
inspiration from the interiors of 17th and 19th century orangeries. 

The Summer House quilting collection illustrates the grand architecture 
of these structures – paying homage to the details of decorative tiled 

flooring, iron works and trellises.

Archival artworks are translated into conversational prints inspired by 
citrus fruits, plants and vines weaving amongst detailed ironworks, while 

floral geometric designs evoke the forms of intricate tiles.
The Summer House collection is available in three distinct colourways, 

offering a tonal palette that graduates from neutrals to blues with hints of 
citrus tones and warm reds.



SUMMER HOUSE QUILT
Finished size approx. 64” x 64” 
MATERIALS:
• LIBERTY - SUMMER HOUSE

28” x VICTORIA FLORAL - 5669Y

13” - FEATHER DANCE - 5673Y
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The fabric requirements is for making runner as shown in the 
photograph. Before cutting review the placement of colours in 
case you want to make you own choices.

61/2” - KEW TRELLIS - 5670Y

28” x CONSERVATORY FRUITS - 
5668Y

CIRCLE BLOCK
Print out template for Drunkard’s Path Block on 
the last page and make your own template from 
plastic sheet. Layout your templates on the fabric 
and cut using 28 mm rotary cutter. Smaller size 
rotary cutter helps you cut the inner curves with 
ease. You can cut through 2 layers of fabric 
easily to speed up the process.
Cut required amount as listed below. Pay 
attention to the design direction of KEW TRELLIS 
and TOPIARY CHEVRON fabrics.

21” x CONSERVATORY FRUITS - 
5668Z

15” x HAMPTON VINES - 5672Y

14” x  HIDCOTE BERRY - 5676X

15” x MANOR TILE - 5671Y

13” x KEW TRELLIS - 5670X for 
required shapes
56” x KEW TRELLIS - 5670X for the 
border

13” x TOPIARY CHEVRON - 5674Y 
for required shapes
40” x TOPIARY CHEVRON - 5674Y 
for bias edging

x 8 x 8

x 12 x 8

x 4 x 4

x 16x 16x 12

x 12

x 8 x 4

x 8 x 8

• batting 65” x 65”
• fabric for backing 65” x 65”



SUMMER HOUSE QUILT
DRUNKARD’S PATH BLOCK
We used  a variation on the traditional Drunkard’s path quilt pattern to create a colorful circle blocks.
Four variations of blocks are used for these quilt. Make 4 blocks for each variation. Total - 16 blocks
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This size block is easy to stitch without pins.  
NOTE: Use a ¼” presser foot and short stitch length. 
Take two corresponded pieces. Place them right sides 
together and align the edges.  
Place pieces under the sewing foot and drop needle 
through the fabric, holding it in place. Start as close to 
the edge as possible. Take a couple of stitches to secure 
it. Continue sewing slowly while matching up the edges 
of the curve as you go, maintaining an accurate ¼” 
seam allowance. 
Pick up the top piece and hold it while guiding the 
bottom piece along the ¼” seam. You might have to tug 
on one of them more or less to get them to match up.
Near the bottom, align your pieces so they squared-off 
like it was when you started. 
Stitch all matching pieces together in this manner.

Start assembling blocks. Press seams toward the arch on 
one arched block and press seams in opposite direction 
on the other block.
Take two squares, match curved seams together and 
stitch along the edge. The seams should be pressed in 
opposite directions, so they should nest together neatly. 
Matching curved seams and center seam, stitch top and 
bottom of the block together. Square off the block if 
necessary.
Arrange blocks into rows of four blocks and  
stitch them together. Stitch four rows together  
to form the center of the quilt.



SUMMER HOUSE QUILT
BORDER
Seam  allowances  vary  so  measure  through  the  center  of the quilt 
before cutting 41/2” strips for the border using KEW TRELLIS fabric. 
Cut two vertical strips first and then cut horizontal strips, so fabric pattern 
always have flowers in the same direction. Matching pattern on the 
fabric, join horizontal pieces together to the width of the quilt.
Border pieces should be approx. 56” x 41/2”.
Cut 41/2” x 41/2”  squares from following fabric for the corners.
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41/2”

41/2”
HAMPTON 
VINES 

HIDCOTE BERRY MANOR TILE CONSERVATORY 
FRUITS

BASTING
With wrong sides facing, layer the backing, batting 
and top. Smooth out all creases and carefully baste 
layers together. Baste or pin together and quilt as 
desired. We used basic diagonal lines and circle 
shapes. Round the corners.
BINDING
Cut  21/2” bias binding from TOPIARY CHEVRON 
fabric. Join binding strips together end-to-end using 
diagonal seams. 
Sew the binding onto the the quilt FRONT first.  
Turn binding to back of the quilt. Sew it in place.



SUMMER HOUSE QUILT TEMPLATES
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